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ABSTRACT
Research on orbital debris has intensified in recent years as the number of debris objects in orbit has
grown. The population of small debris has now reached the level where orbital debris has become an
important design factor for the Space Station. The most active center of research in this field has been
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). Work has been done on measurement of orbital
debris, development of models of the debris population, and development of improved shielding
against hypervelocity impacts. Significant advances have been made in these areas, and the purpose
of this document is to summarize these results and provide references for further study.
INTRODUCTION
The orbital debris program at JSC incorporates the efforts of a number of individuals within NASA
and various contractor support organizations. The onsite support contractor for NASA is Lockheed
Engineering and Science_ Company ILESC), and most contractor support is provided through LESC
subcontracts. During 1986-1988 subcontracts were placed with Teledyne Brown Engineering,
General Research Corporation _GRC I, University of Arizona, University of Colorado, University of
Texas, Photometrics Ltd, Spectrometrics Incorporated, Optomechanics Research Incorporated,
Astronautics Corporation of America, Eagle Engineering Incorporated, Southwest Research Institute,
System Planning Corporation, and the Large Scale Programs Institute I I,SPII.
The debris program activities have been organized into the areas of modeling, debris measurements,
devel,-pment of debris measurement capabilities, and shielding and vulnerability research A
particularly important modelingtask during this period was an update of the spacecraf: design
environment Debris measurements are being made at an increasing rate and are providing data
needed in the modeling work, which provides assessments of current and future hazard levels,
evaluates response alternatives, and defines requirements for additional data There is a continuous
process of evaluating requirements for new instruments ar.d new laboratory facilities to fill data gaps
and provide higher quality data. Several laboratories provide institutional support for many projects.
Figure 1 provides the organization ofactivity within the program and indicates individuals and
organi-ations that are involved in various projects.
Data are acquired with optical fvisible and infraredt and radar instruments for large I > 10 cm} objects,
visible optical alone for slightly smaller I > 5 cm) exposed surfaces for microparticle ,' < 300 micronl
objects, and from laboratory experiments in the Hyper_elocity Impact Research Laboratory !HIRLi
and the Scanning Electron Microscop._ ISEMi Laboratory. An Image Processing Facility, housing the
Video Data Analysis System/VDASI, is a third support facility An optical laboratory and a radar
processing !aboratc, ry are planned. Three major instrument development projects - a charged coupled
device iCCDI ground-based debris telescope project, a flight experiment %asibility stud:.', and the
debr;s environment characterization radar _DECRI project - were star'..ed in 1988
UPDATE OF THE SPACECRAFT DESIGN ENVIRONMENT (NASA TM 100 471)
Since the publication of the first Space Station design environment (JSC 20001)1, new data have been
obtained from the Solar Maximum satellite returned surfaces, Socorro ground-based telescopes, and
Department of Defense (DoD) radars. The debris flux implied by these data is summarized in figure 2.
Also, new data have been collected on breakups, and new evolution models have been developed for
debris in low Earth orbit (LEO). All of this information has been incorporated into an update of JSC
20001; this document is currently being reviewed prior to official release 3. There are three parts to the
document:
a. Definition of the debris background spatial flux values as a function of debris size, orbital altitude,
solar flux at 10.7 crn, and time
b. Definition of encounter geometry distribution based on orbital characteristics of tracked debris
objects
c. Definition of flux contributions from individual breakup events
The background flux was defined by analyzing historical data to develop functional forms to predict
future debris fluxes. These data were fit to functional forms in size, altitude, solar flux, and time. For
trackable debris, flux levels are inversely proportional to atmospheric density (with a l-year time
delay) up to 500 km altitude. Above that altitude there is very little removal by atmospheric drag.
Although flux levels below 500 km are sensitive to solar activity, the trend in the update is to exceed
the predictions of JSC 2000l by the year 1995. The background flux as a function of altitude is shown
for the year 1995 in figure 3.
The distribution of encounter geometries for collision between a spacecraft and a debris object was
modeled using tracked objects from the United States Space Command (USSPACECOM) catalog. The
encounter geometry distribution varies with the spacecraft orbit and the location within the orbit. As
might be expected, the encounters were found to be concentrated near the local horizontal plane for
circular mission orbits. Encounters cover an increasingly large solid angle as maximum impact
velocity is reduced, but the likelihood of encounter also decreases; only approximately 1 in 1000
encounters will have impact velocity less than I km/sec. The same distribution of encounter geo-
metries will be exhibited for the small, unobserved debris if this material has the same distribution in
semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination as the tracked debris. Inclination distribution is by far
the most important, and untracked debris could be expected to have an inclination distribution similar
to the tracked debris. The distribution ofimpact velocities for a spacecraft in a 28.5 °, 500-km orbit is
shown in figure 4.
Debris clouds from breakup events in orbit are growing in importance as temporary contributors to the
catalog. Therefore, the role of individual breakups was discussed in the update, and a functional form
for the change of spatial density in the cloud with debris size, altitude, solar activity, and time was
provided.
DEBRIS POPULATION MODELING
The two primary modeling efforts are hypervelocity impact modeling and debris population modeling,
which include analysis of data, population evolution modeling, and assessment of effectiveness of
debris control options. Comprehensive spacecraft vulnerability modeling, which includes assessment
of design options, failure modes and effects of analysis, and feedback into the defined threat, is only
beginning to be developed at JSC.
The first long4erm population evolution model was proposed by Reynolds and co-workers at the JSC
orbital debris workshop in 19824. Early work in this area at JSC was performed by Kcsslcr and Su.
Using an approach that followed the "average" or expected growth in the debris population, Su was
able to point out as highly nonlinear the relationship between the increase in future space traffic and
the flux of debris objects, a state driven by the creation of collisional debris fragments5. This result is
shown in figure 5, taken from that reference. The average model was a very useful first generation
approach, but it was extremely computer intensive, lacked the ability to use detailed mission models
in its future projections, and did not fully account for the stochastic nature of future projections. [n
1988, the decision was made to replace it with a new type of model, embodied in a program named
EVOLVE.
A number of support models has been developed as a part of the debris population modeling effort.
These are discussed individually Figure 6 shows the organizational structure for these models and
their relationship in the evolution code. The models have been designed to function as independent
elements as well as to serve as modules for the evolution code.
PROGRAM EVOLVE
A new debris evolution model, PROGRAM EVOLVE, is being developed. In this model there are two
types of entities - intact objects and debris clouds, intact objects arise from launch or normal space
operations; the orbits of these objects evolve deterministically. Debris clouds arise from on-orbit
collisions or explosions, and evolve using a phenomenological model for the change of debris flux as a
function of altitude, solar activity, and time. The options of developing either a Monte Carlo model or
an average growth model from this concept are being evaluated.
The first test of the program will be to reconstruct the current population from historical space activ-
ity. From 1957 through 1987 there were 18,998 objects placed in orbit, of which 11,794 have been
classified as debris and 7,327 as intact objects. Figure 7 shows the population that would have existed
if only these 7,327 objects had been placed in orbit, i.e., if no breakups had occurred, compared to the
currently tracked populations.
OTHER LONG-TERM FLUX MODEI,S
Several flux models have been developed to characterize hazards to spacecraft and to help define
requirements for debris observation programs. The projection of background flux as an extrapolation
of past space activity, discussed in the section on update of the spacecraft design environment, made
extensiveuseofhistoricaldata.Obviously,suchamodelis limited in thedeviationsfrompastactivity
thatit cansupport,isnotwell-suitedtoanalyzingthesensitivityofmodelpredictionstotheprocesses
involvedindebrisgrowth,andwill beuntrustworthyforlargetimeextrapolations,particularlyif non-
linearprocessesbecomeimportant.Thismodelwill requirere-evaluationandupdatesaschangesin
trafficmodelsandothernewdatabecomeavailable.
A verysimple,but interestingmodel,usingonlythefunctionalformoftheequationforconservationof
particlenumber,wasdevelopedwhichgaveinsightintodebrispopulationstabilityandequilibrium
statesfordebris.Thisdifferentialequationmaybewrittenas
Pl- dN _ A + BN + CN 2
dt
where
N = number ofobjects in population
t = time
A, B, and C, which in general will be both space- and time-dependent, may be related to source or sink
processes driving population growth or decay. The A coefficient reflects number of independent
processes, such as launches, the B coefficient represents number of dependent processes, such as
atmospheric decay, explosions, or debris collection, and the C coefficient represents collision processes.
The quadratic form of the source terms is sufficient to provide insight into asymptotic debris states
demanded by specific choices of A, B, and C.
A reasonable choice for A, B, and C can be made for current practices and current traffic plans. These
coefficients are
A = 384 Rationale: Expected traffic rates and launch-associated debris same as
historical launches
B = -0.01 Rationale: Reasonable rates of atmospheric drag removal
C = 1.9 x 10 .8 Rationale: Reasonable choice for collision cross :_ection
and lead to figure 8, indicating a stable equilibrium point is approximately 40,000 objects, and an
unstable point approximately 500,000; that is, the population will want to stabilize at approximately
40,000 objects. We are currently at point N c, and are therefore experiencing a growth in population
size, but one that will be bounded.
The above discussion is, ofcourse, not entirely realistic since the coefficients will change in time, but
this primitive model does illustrate the general behavior ofpopulation growth in time. In particular,
it points out that under many conditions, including the present state, there are large, but bounded
equilibrium states. However, such states might not be tolerable for conducting space operations.
Toadd more realism to this model, a simple numerical "particle-in-box" model was developed that
allowed the coefficients to change with time, as collisions and explosions altered the size distribution
for orbiting objects. The behavior of an "unbounded growth" initial model is seen in figure 9 to have a
rapid growth phase, which is cutoffas collisions start to break down large objects more and more
rapidly.
FLUX DIRECTIONALITY MODEL
The expected distribution of impact geometries derived for the tracked population has important
application for spacecraft shielding, as discussed in the section on update of the spacecraft design
environment. This impact geometry distribution model has also been used to define a debris flux field,
which can be used to calculate rates at which debris will cross the field-of-view of debris telescopes or
radars.
New types of orbits, for example ballistic trajectories, are being investigated for their directional
characteristics. In contrast to near-circular orbits which lead to two hot spots in the local-horizontal
plane (for a spacecraft in circular orbits) focussed nearly directly downrange, ballistic trajectories will
tend to give hot spots forward focussed, but out of the horizontal plane. This will lead to four hot spots,
two below horizontal for impact on the ascending part of the orbit and two above the horizontal as the
objects are returning to Earth.
A second interesting case, yet to be addressed, is directionality ofdebrls from a cloud co-moving with a
spacecraft. This debris will have a much lower relative velocity and have a much broader angular
distribution. An example of such a situation might be the Space Station, in which accidents associated
with it as a traffic node, routine operations, and low speed secondary fragments from hypervelocity
collisions between the Space Station and small debris in orbit, will create a debris cloud co-moving
with the Space Station.
FLUX IMMEDIATELY AFTER BREAKUP
Modeling of the debris cloud immediately after breakup was begun in an effort to quantify the threat
posed to other spacecraft in the environment by such a cloud. The modeling approach is somewhat
different than that used by Chobotov and co-workers _;, in that the cloud is characterized by the flux
field it generates rather than by a spatial distribution of a number density function. The model has
been incorporated into software in PROGRAM CLOUD.
This program has several uses. It accesses a user-defined breakup model to provide initial conditions
for a set of debris fragments defined by the user. So far, only a standard collisional breakup model has
been used. These initial conditions are cast into USSPACECOM two-card element set format, and
have been used to provide element set data for the cloud evolution studies supporting PROGRAM
EVOLVE and used by the spatial display program, PROGRAM PIC, to show plot or animated images
ofcloud development and passage of model fragments across the field-of-view of ground-based sensors.
However, the most important function of this model has been to quantify the debris hazard posed by a
debris cloud. This is done by defining the flux field generated by the debris particles through reference
plane oriented normal to the unperturbed orbital plane at various distances downrange. A satellite is
then flown through this flux field and collision probability calculated. Three examples of the penetra-
tion pattern through reference planes 20 °, 90°, and 170 ° downrange of breakups are shown in figure 10.
It should be remembered that these objects penetrate the planes at different times. These objects con-
sist of the 100 largest objects in the standard breakup, and consist of objects to approximately 20 cm in
diameter or larger. Extending the calculation to objects 10 cm in size or larger, and flying a 250 m2
spacecraft (Shuttle-sized) through the center of the cloud leads to collision probabilities as a function of
down-range distance as shown in figure 11. The fallofffrom 0 ° through 90° reflects the expansion of
the cloud both radially and cross-range; although the cloud contracts in cross-range, it continues to
expand radially from 90° to 180 °, but since the cloud continues to stretch in the down-range direction
throughout, no increase in collision probability is seen. From 180 ° to 270 °, the cloud contracts radially
while expanding cross-range. Finally, from 270 ° to 360 °, the cloud contracts both radially and cross-
range. At this point, a rise in flux is observed, as might be expected, but not nearly to the levels near
breakup; the cloud has experienced a significant expansion in the down-range dimension during this
first revolution.
The roughness ofthe plot is probably not real, but rather a reflection of the fact that the volume of the
cloud has gotten large enough that the number of fragments used to define the flux was not large
enough. For smaller fragments, this situation will get worse, as the cloud volumes are larger
BREAKUP MODELS
Several ground-based tests and on-orbit breakups have provided data for the current baseline breakup
model. The distribution ofdelta-v vs. fragment size is taken to have the functional form first sug-
gested by Su7 of
d 9
a + a 1 (log "-'d--)- d>-dn/og(dvpeak) =
a d<d
0 ?'n
where
ao = 0.875
al = -0.0676
dm = 9.9083x10-8 mpl/:lVp2/3 (m)
mp = projectile mass (kg}
vp = projectile impact velocity (kin/see)
and where dvpeak is the most probable delta-v for that size For mp = 15 kg and vo = 10 km/sec,
dm = 1,24x10 6 m.
A triangular spreading function ramping up from 0 at delta-v = 0. l*dvpeak to maximum at dvpeak and
then ramping back to 0 again at 1.3*dvpeak is imposed upon this distribution. This spreading function
simulates the spread in velocity perturbations encountered for fragments of a given size during a
breakup.
There is better data on fragment size distribution than on velocity distributions. In keeping with the
functional form suggested by Bess8, a size distribution can be defined for explosions and for collisions.
The distributions are taken to be
N(m) =
0.4478( rn'----_r ) - 0"7496
mv 2
pp
1.707xlO-4mT EXP(-0.0206 _)
8.692xlO-4mT EXP(-O.0576 _ -)
collisions
rn>- 1.94 kg
explo.,ions
m < l.94 kg
where
N(m) =
m T =
Vp
number of objects of mass m, in grams, or larger
mass of exploding object
projectile impact velocity (km/sec)
Fragment diameter, d, in meters, is related to fragment mass, m, in grams, by
4.72x104 d 2"26 d_>0.01 m
m
1.40x106 d 3 d<0.01 m
A breakup plot for the 100 largest fragments ofa collisional breakup with mp= 15 kg and
Vp = 10 km/sec is presented in figure 12. Laboratory data on hypervelocity impact into st ructures and
element set data for actual breakups and modifications to these baseline breakup equations are
expected to be made in the next year.
BREAKUP CLASSIFICATION
Historical data sets for the 26 largest breakups have been analyzed to better understand on-orbit
breakup processes. Element sets from specific breakups have been analyzed for charac' cristics
indicating the cause of the breakup, and breakup fragments have been analyzed for are. t-to-mass
values based on decay characteristics. Radar cross-section data, which are related to cr,_ss-section
area, have been combined with area-to-mass values to derive fragment masses.
Thedevelopmentofbreakupsignaturesfromanalysisofbreakupeventsofknowncausehasbeen
discussedbyBadhwarandco-workersg.Afterexamininganumberofbreakupsandmanycharac-
teristicsofthosebreakups,it wasdeterminedthatfragmentsizedistributionandplanechangeangle
presentsuchsignatureinformation.Fragmentsizedistributionswerefoundtofit afunctionofform
dr - K°ra EXP - v
m
where a, Rm, and y are distribution parameters. A plot of some typical data with the functional fit is
shown in figure 13. The o parameter characterizes the rising slope to the left, R m the peak in the
distribution, and y the falloffof the function on the right. Plane change angle distributions were found
to fit a normal distribution plus a constant background, thus,
dNKI ( (0-0)2 )- EXP P + q
dO o 2o 2
It was assumed that on-orbit breakups occurred from low intensity or high it.tensity explosions, or
fi'om collisions. High intensity explosions result from explosive materials being in contact with the
spacecraft structure. Low intensity explosions are conflagrations, explosive decompression, or other
events characterized by a gas-pressure wave passing through the structure. A set of breakups were
treated as being of known cause; those breakups were analyzed to produce quantities correlating to
breakup cause. These quantities were then derived for breakups of previously unknown cause to
attribute cause in those cases.
After performing a sensitivity test for the distribution parameters on known breakups, the most
important parameters were found to be Rm, ¥, and o. A linear classifier was trained on the known
breakup events using these thvee parameters to define a discrimination function, and this function
was used to classify breakups of unknown origin. Table 1 presents the known breakups with
classification and table 2 the classification of unknown breakups.
TABLEl.- CI,ASSIFICATIONOFDEBRISBREAKUP:BREAKUPOFKNOWN
CAUSE9-POSTERIORPROBABII,ITYOFMEMBERSIIIPIN TYPE
Satellite Known Classified C I_) E
type into type
COSMOS 839 C C 0.6031 0.0000 0.3969
SOLWIND C C 0.9185 0.0000 0.0815
COSMOS 1375 C C 0.6988 0.0000 0.3012
HIWARI I) D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
LANDSAT 1 l) D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
LA N I)SAT 3 I) D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
NOAA 3 D D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
NOAA 4 D D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
NOAA 5 D I) 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
LANDSAT 2 I) D 0.0(;05 0.9034 0.0361
COSMOS 252 E E 0.3228 0.0000 0.9772
COSMOS 970 E E 0.0826 0.0000 0.9174
COSMOS 886 E E 0.2141 0.0000 0.7858
COSMOS 397 E E 0.4724 0.0000 0.5276
COSMOS 375 E C * 0.6205 0.0000 0.3795
COSMOS 374 E E 0.2166 0.0000 0.7834
*Misclassifieation observation (probably due to mixing of COSMOS 374 and
COSMOS 375 orbital elements)
C - ttypervelocity impact
D - Low intensity explosion
E - High intensity explosion
TABLE 2.- CLASSIFICATION OF DEBRIS BREAKUP: BREAKUP OF UNKNOWN
CAUSE9- POSTERIOR PROBABILITY OF MEMBERSIIIP IN TYPE
Satellite Classified C _D E
into type
ARIANE E 0.2142 0.0000 0.7858
COSMOS 1275 E 0.3813 0.0000 0.6187
COSMOS 61-63 E 0.3147 0.0000 0.6853
NIMBUS 4 C 0.9328 0.0000 0.0672
OPS7613 D 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
TITAN 3C C 0.8198 0.0000 0. 1802
TRANSIT C 0.8816 0.0005 0.1178
COSMOS 146 l C 0.5510 0.0000 0.4490
COSMOS 1220 E 0.1358 0.0000 0.8642
Approximately2600fragmentsfrom2J,breakupshavingelementsetsavailableforat least3years
havebeenanalyzedforarea-to-masscharacteristics7,with theobjectiveofdeterminingthemassofthe
objectsgiventheir observedradar cross-section (RCS). Before examining debris fragments, this work
was calibrated using 196 intact objects ofknown size, shape, and mass. For the intact objects, the best
power law fit for the relationship between RCS and mean cross-sectional area, A, was determined to be
A = 0.5712 RCS 07666
For the intact objects, this led to a fit consistent with previous workS, and for debris, led to the con-
clusion that the mean mass, m, can be related to mean area, by the relation mnAt.86, although for a
given area the mean mass distrihution can be very broad.
A project is also in progress to determine the velocity perturbation characteristics experienced by
fragments during breakup. Although results are only preliminary, several breakups have been
analyzed and indicate very rea'.;onable perturbation characteristics. We expect to have the technique
ready for publication before the end of 1989.
There has also been a long term project to collect and analyze data on breakups as soon as they are
identified by the DoD radars. This actNity has been documented in a periodically updated history of
on-orbit satellite fragmentationsg.
ORBIT PROPAGATORS
Both long- and short-term propagators are used to update debris orbits. Long-term propagators have
been used primarily to calculate drag rates for objects in LEO for evolution modeling, whereas short-
term propagators have been used to support debris observation programs and to investigate
deterministic interactions between a spacecraft and the debris environment.
The most extensively used long-term propagator has been a model developed by Muellerl3 that
accounts for atmospheric drag and for lunar and solar perturbations.
An historical investigation of orbit decay for a number of breakups and intact objects was conducted by
Hoots and co-workers at GRC. Using a Jacchia atmospheric model and observed radar cross-sections,
an improved ballistic coefficient model was developed 14. This work offered an opportunity to compare
theoretically derived ballistic coefficients with empirically derived ballistic coefficients for a large
number of known objects in orbit. GRC also conducted a project to make clement sets generated by the
Naval Space Surveillance System (NAVSPASUR) and USSPACECOM astrodynomically
compatible 15. Once this capability is integrated into the USSPACECOM system, it will reduce the
burden on uncorreIated target analysis and reduce the number ofanalysis satellite e[e_nent sets. It
will also make it easier at JSC to deriw_ _ time and location ofbreakups when fragmentations occur in
orbit.
A set of short-term propagators are available in the SATRAK software package being developed by
Grissom and co-workers at Teledyne-Brown Engineering to address problems associated with satellite
tracking. USSPACECOM's SGP4 propagator has been used most extensively in the debris program,
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butotherpropagatorsareavailablein thispackage.TheSATRAKsoftwareisuser-interactiveand
providesawiderangeofanalysiscapabilities,featuringbothtabularandgraphicaloutputl6.
TRAFFICMODELS
A numberoftrafficmodelshasbeendevelopedtoaddresspecificmodelingrequirements.Fortesting
thenewevolutionmodel,thehistoricaltraffic from1957through1987hasbeenput intoadatabase.
Thepredictedtraffic fortheUnitedStateshasbeendefinedusingNASA'sCivilNeedsDatabase
(CNDB)andvariouscontractor-definedSpaceStationinfrastructuremodels.Trafficfromnon-United
Statesprogramshasbeenpredictedusinggrowthparametersderivedfromhistoricalactivity.
Alternateformsofthesetrafficmodels,orpartsoFthem,canbedefinedandtheresultingfiles
concatenatedtoconstituteatrafficmodelsuitableforusein evolutionmodeling.Supportsoftwareis
beingpreparedtoprovidea reportofthemissionmodelcharacteristicsin areportformsuitablefor
inclusionindocumentationofthemodelingeffort.
TheLSPIoftheUniversityofTexasat AustinprovidedNASAsupportbyactingasatechnical/
managerialliaisonbetweenNASAandtheStrategicDefenseInitiativeOffice(SDIO)andby
providingsoftwaredevelopmentandintegration.I,SPIpersonnelactivelyparticipatedin the
developmentofappropriatemission(ortraffic}modelsfor inclusionin NASA'sorbitaldebrispopu-
lationevolutionprogram.Thesemodels,andanassociatedoperatingsystemshell,notonlyaccount
formanifestedtraffic toorbit,butalsoincludelogisticalconcernsuchasrocketbooster,servicing,and
payloadretirementrequirements.Thiscapabilitywill allowthedebriscommunityandother
interestedpartiesto performtradestudiesondebrisevolutionand/ormitigation,usingthebest
availablepredictionoffuturespacetraffic. LSPI hasworkedactivelytodevelopinterfaceswith
NASAsoftware,andtorun theircombinedNASA/LSPIsysteminbothsihgle-usermachine(e.g.,
COMPAQ)andmultiusermachine(e.g.,VAX)environments.
DEBRIS CONTROL
The issue of control measures to regulate debris hazard has been an ongoing subject of concern.
Removal of hardware from the environment before breakups can occur, either by preplanned onboard
operations or by rendezvous and retrieval, as well as for removal of material once it has Fragmented 17,
are options that have been investigated.
Removal of large objects before they fragment was found to be the most effective and least expensive
means of control. Below approximately 700 km this could reasonably be achieved by drag augmenta-
tion, e.g., through the use of balloons that would inflate at the end of the operational life of the space
hardware in question. Above this altitude, drag augmentation becomes expensive and propulsive
deorbit becomes more economical. In general, very small propulsive burns would be required to lower
perigee enough to guarantee rapid reentry The advantage of preplanned deorbit is that a very simple,
low-weight system could be used and represent a minimal cost addition for any program.
The alternative of rendezvous and retrieval in LEO is expensive because orbit plane orientations are
randomized. Hence, there are large propulsion requirements to move from one orbiting
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objectoanother,althoughthefuelcostmaybereducedbyresidingindrift orbitsbetweenrendezvous
maneuversif theorbitsareofneartythesameinclination.At thepresentime,theNASAversionof
theorbitmaneuveringvehiclemaynotbesuitableforsupportingsuchoperations.Itowever,if the
needtoperformon-orbitservicingdevelops,analternativevehiclemayemerge.
Thealternativeofremoving fragments and other small objects using debris sweepers has also been
investigated. While such a concept is much more expensive, it would allow for the possibility of
cleaning up breakup fragments ifa breakup did occur, and might be an attractive support capability
for major programs such as Space Station. A major problem is to use materials that do not add
fragments to the environment while sweeping up debris; foams, dust, and electromagnetic fields have
been suggested. For a sweeper to be effective, it need only remove enough kinetic energy to signifi-
cantly reduce deorbit time. A 2 percent reduction in velocity is sufficient to do this for any object below
1500 km. However, the amount of sweeper material needed to be placed in orbit is very large ifa
passive sweeper is used and a reasonably short clean out time is desired. Further, such a sweeper
would clean out useful payloads as efficiently as it would debris, if these payloads were not equipped to
avoid such encounters. An active sweeper system, in which a small collector area is placed in the path
of a debris object, might be a feasible sweeper concept from the standpoint of weight-to-orbit, but
detection and maneuvering systems would require a major developmental effort.
GT-Devices of Arlington, Virginia, performed a study to examine the use of ground-launched projec-
tiles for on-orblt debris removaU 8. The scheme would utilize a ground-based, vertically-oriented High
Velocity Electrothermal (ttVET} Gun to launch these projectiles (the HVET Gun is a variant of the so-
called rail gun, which accelerates the projectile via plasma pressure). At altitude, the projectile would
either convert to an inflated balloon or fragment itself; collision of an on-orbit debris object with either
the balloon or the relatively dense debris cloud would tend to decrease the momentum of the debris
object and hence lower its perigee. This would promote the objects' early atmospheric reentry. Advan-
tages offered by this technique include low operating cost, since only the projectile itself is incapable of
reuse, and a high frequency of projectile launch.
DEBRIS MEASUREMENTS
The area of most rapid growth during 1986-1988 has been the acquisition of data on orbital debris. To
a large extent this has come about because of cooperation with USSPACECOM to use its sensors to
acquire and disseminate debris data. More use has been made of ground-based radar data, both by
extracting more information from data that were always available and by getting data from special
tasking of these sensors. Data from more sensitive telescopes- the USSPACECOM Ground-based
Electro-optical Detector System (GEODSS) telescopes at Maul and Diego Garcia - are seeing objects
smaller than the radars are cataloging, and the smaller, portable NASA telescope is being used more
actively to acquire data for albedo determination. The analysis of Solar Maximum returned surfaces
has allowed us to define the small particle end of the debris flux, and led to the surprising conclusion
that submillimeter-sized paint flakes constitute a significant component of the man-made debris
environment in that size range. Finally, the analysis of Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) data is
in progress; there is information on objects smaller than the catalog in this data, but it is extremely
difficult to interpret definitively.
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GROUND-BASEDOPTICALDATAACQUISITION
Therehavebeenthreeprojectsacquiringground-basedvisibleandinfrareddata.Thesearethe
LENZARproject,asmall,portablededicatedebristelescopewithenhancedlowlight leveltelevision
datarecording,theSocorroproject,whichemploysbinocular31"telescopesat theSocorroExperimen-
tal TestSiterunbytheMassachusettsInstituteofTechnology(MIT)LincolnLaboratory,and
visible/infrareddataacquisitionfromafacilityonMaul,Hawaii.
Primaryobjectivesoftheseobservationprogramshavebeentomeasurethedebrisalbedosandreduce
theminimumsizeforwhichdebrisdataareavailable.Albedois importantfortworeasons. First, if
albedo and range are known, the observed brightness determines size. Second, the albedo character-
istics of a breakup may contain information on the cause of the breakup. Fragments arising from
hypervelocity impact tests of simulated spacecraft have been fi)und to be coated with very dark soot
arising from a breakdown of the plastics within the structure. Iligh intensity explosions might also be
expected to leave a dark residue on fragments. On the other hand, pressure vessel explosion might be
expected to only produce bare metallic surfaces of high atbedo. Some observed breakups, e.g.,
AR[ANE V16, are characterized by debris of high albedo, while others, e.g., SOLWIND, yielded very
dark debris.
The LENZAR Telescope
The LENZAR telescope is an 8" aperture catadioptric optical system with a 1.9 ° by 2.1 ° field-of-view
and a low-light level video sensor system. It has been used in three campaigns - in June 1986 in
Oregon, to observe debris associated with the breakup of the SOLWIND satellite; in January 1987 in
New Zealand, to observe fragments from the ARIANE V16 third stage that broke up in Sun-
synchronous orbit, and in July 1987 and July 1988 at Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory in
Washington, to observe ARIANE and SOLWIND debris once again and to observe fragments from
various COSMOS breakups. Observing campaigns will continue to be scheduled, now with I,ENZAR
and in the future with a new 12.5-inch CCD telescope, so that debris fragments can be intensively
observed as soon after breakup as possible.
The limiting magnitude for LENZAR is approximately 12.5 for a stationary image; for debri_ moving
at 0.5 deg/sec through the field-of-view, the limiting magnitude is 10.0. Assuming a Lambert spheri-
cal object with albedo of 0.3, this translates into a limiting diameter of 35 cm at 1000 km range and
phase angle 90 °. By comparing observed brightness with RCS from the USSPACECOM catalog,
COSMOS fragments and most other debris are characteristically dark, with albedos typically in the
range of 0.03 to 0.3. ARIANE V16 fragments, which have resulted from a low intensity explosion
perhaps induced by collision with a small piece of debris, are characteristically brighter, with albedos
ranging from 0.1 to 0.819. The RCS values used to derive these albedos have been corrected to account
for the error factor of 1.7 found in the Eglin RCS processing. However, a significant uncertainty in the
calculation of albedo by this method remains the complex and poorly understood relationship between
RCS and physical size that exists for debris.
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Incomparingbreakupsofdifferentagesandobservingthesamefragmentsovertime,it mightbe
expectedthatdarkdebristendstolightenwith timeandlight debristendstodarken.Thedata
acquiredthusfar areinsufficienttoconfirmthishypothesis,however.Morecertainis thatthedebris
tumblerates,asinferredfromlight curves,aremorerapidin debrisfrommorerecentbreakupsthan
fromolderbreakups.
TosupportheLENZARprojectbyprovidingaccuratelook-anglesandappearancetimesforcandidate
debrisobjects,theorbitalelementsettapesproducedonamonthlybasisbyUSSPACECOMwere
foundtobeinadequatebecausetheelementsetsweretooold.Therefore,asystemofupdatingelement
setsthreetimesweeklyusingelementsettransmissionsfromUSSPACECOMtoGoddardSpace
FlightCenterandelectronicallyforwardedtoJSChasbeeninstalled.TheSGP4propagatorisusedto
propagatetheelementsetstotheobservationtime,andalook-angleprocessorisusedto provideinfor-
mationonlook-anglesandtimestodevelopobservingschedules.Usingthisplanningsoftware,
approximately70percentoftheobjectswithRCSvaluesof 1m2areobserved,butthisdropsto
approximately30percentoftheobjectshavingRCSvaluesof0.5m2.
A systemfordataanalysishasbeeninstalledin theImageProcessingFacility toreadpixelvaluesfor
thedebrisstreaksandbackgroundstarstoprovidephotometricinformationfromthevideodata.
PhotometricalibrationstarsareobtainedfromtheastronomicalselectedareasandfromtheHubble
SpaceTelescopeguide-starcatalogs.Ourworkingsubsetofthislastcatalogcontainsonlya1.5°band
oftheskycentered on 33 ° declination to support the Socorro project. The Smithsonian Astronomical
Observatory (SAO) catalog and the Astronomisch Gesellschaft Katalog (AGK3) are used for field
identification.
Two software packages have been written to process the data. Both packages provide sophisticated
reduction and analysis techniques, but rely on a user to view the data as tney are being processed and
to make decisions on what parts of the video image are to be digitized. The first of these programs
extracts digital data from the position and intensity values of debris moving across the field-of-view.
It provides light curves and positional information for debris exhibiting time-varying brightness and
provides accurate mean aagnitudes for debris having constant brightness. Besides digitizing the data
for storage in the computer, the program removes the sky contribution to the brightness. A second
program has been developed to measure the brightness of stationary images (stars) needed for photo-
metric calibration. A typical, complex light curve is shown in figure 14.
Using this system, approximately 25 nights, each approximately 6 hours in length, have been
processed. Each hour of observation yields approximately five debris objects, so that approximately
750 debris streaks have been analyzed. Besides the intended targets, interlopers are als,', seen. When
the selected areas are being observed, the interloper rate is approximately l per 40 minutes, which is
consistent with the random back,_round predicted from the radar data. However, when the telescope is
set to observe a debris object from a relatively new breakup, the interloper rate is approxialately 1 per
15 minutes, consistent with many debris objects being a part of a debris cloud, and therefore lying in a
region of higher debris density than the general background.
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Socorro Project
Two projects have been supported to obtain data from the 31" telescopes at the MIT Lincoln Labora-
tory's experimental test site facility in Socorro, New Mexico. These telescopes are used to develop and
test new capabilities of the GEODSS instruments 2o, and operate to a limiting magnitude of 16.5 for
stationary images, 13.4 for images crossing the focal plane at 0.5°/sec, and 12.5 for images moving
1. l°/sec. They feature a variable diagonal field-of-view from approximately 0.5 ° to 1°. Nine hours of
data .vere obtained in 1984 and 35 hours ofdata in 1985-1987. The first set of data provided informa-
tion on the debris population to > 5 cm in diameter and indicated a flux greater than that predicted
from the radar data. The second set ofdata is only now being analyzed.
Simultaneous Visible/Infrared Observations
Simultaneous visible and infrared observations have been acquired using instruments at the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Maul Optical Station (AMOS), and the Maul Optical
Tracking and Identification Facility (MOTIF), and preliminary results are coming out of these data 2|.
The data indicate a slow cooling of debris upon entering the Earth's shadow and an increase in temper-
ature upon reemerging into the Sun. Although the debris pieces slowly rotate, in general, they are not
longitudinally isothermal. The derived albedos are low, consistent with the optical observations.
Observation of spherical standards led to a factor of two error in derived versus actual diameter.
During FY88 a subcontract was established with the University of Arizona for the services of Dr.
Larry Lebofsky to engage in a study of thermal models applicable for visual and infrared studies of
orbital debris. This research is directly applicable to the concerns of the orbital debris flight experi-
ment both in assessing optimum modes of observing and in the interpretation of simultaneously made
visual and infrared observations.
Image . Processing Facilit Z
The VDAS consists of the Gould IP8500 image processing system, a DEC Micro-Vax II host computer
with peripherals, and an Eikonix image digitizing scanner. The Gould system can be configured as a
single 1024-line system or as two 512-line resolution workstations. The Gould system includes 16
memory planes, a high-speed warper and histogrammer, and an auxiliary graphics processor. Each
workstation has a color monitor, a trackball interactive control device, and a DEC VT240 terminal for
software control. The image processihg software used is primarily Gould's library of image processing
software (LIPS) plus additional functions programmed at the Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI) and
by VDAS programmers. The Gould system also includes three video analog-to-digital converters
capable of digitizing a standard NTSC television signal (monochrome and color) and a real-time disk
system which can store 800 512-by 512-by 10-bit images at 30 frames per second (television rate). The
computer system consists of a DEC Micro-VAX II with nine megabytes of memory and an RA-81
456-megabyte disk system running under a VMS 4.6 operating system. Two RA-60 200-megabyte
removable disk pack storage devices are used for storage of image data.
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Peripheraldevicesincludeasystemconsole(LA100),anLA210printer,aTS05nine-tracktapeunit,a
quad-density(800to6250bpi)tapedrive,aTK-50cassettetapeunit, twoopticallaserwriteonce,read
many(WORM)driveswhichprovide1.6gigabytesofonlineremovalstorage,ahigh-speedstreaming
tapebackupsystemwhichfacilitatessystembackups,andfourVT240terminals(includingthetwoat
theGouldworkstations).TheEikonixscannercanbeallocatedtoeitherworkstationtodigitizean
imageunderusercontrolat userselectableresolutionsofupto 2048by2048pixels.A matrixcamera
canrecord,oneither35mmor8by I0colorfilm, anylow-resolutioncolorvideoimagebeingdisplayed
oneitherworkstation.Eight-byten-inchimagesmayalsobeprintedusingtheD-SCANCH-5301
colorprinter. Precisionfilm recordingisdonebywritingthered,green,andbluecolorchannelsto
computertapeandfilm recordingthemon the Optronics C-4300 colorwriter at the LPI. A capability to
output the images viewed on the Gould monitors as National Television Standards Committee (NTSC)
color video also exists.
A fiber optic cable interface to the NASA television system has been installed by the Photography and
Television Technology Division (PTTD) to link VDAS with video data from any of NASA's sources.
This enables the VDAS to broadcast and receive television data through PTTD.
GROUND-BASED RADAR DATA ACQUISITION
Besides the radar-based element set data provided by USSPACECOM, special tasking has provided
data acquired by the Kaena Point radar in tIawaii, the Perimeter Acquisition Radar Attack Char-
acterization System (PARCS) in North Dakota, the FPS-85 at Eglin AFB, Florida, and the DARPA
Long Range Tracking and Instrumentation Radar (ALTAIR) System at Kwajalein. The small satellite
tests conducted by PARCS have been reported elsewhere 22. Kaena Point radar data were acquired in
connection with AMOS/MOTIF observations. In the future, more radar special tasking will be
requested to improve our understanding of RCS and to acquire data on breakups.
There is typically a several month delay between the occurrence of a breakup in orbit and the appear-
ance of fragments identified with the breakup in the satellite catalog. By the time this occurs, much
useful information on the breakup has been lost; for example, in the breakup of the 1986-069 satellite,
there is early radar data indicating at least 450 objects in the debris cloud, but only 16 of these objects
were finally catalogued. In consequence, there is an ongoing program, performed with Teledyne-
Brown Engineering, to notify' NASA as soon as a breakup is detected, and to acquire whatever data are
available on the breakup There are currently plans to request a more formal and extensive collection
of breakup data and to systematize the flow of that data to NASA for analysis.
Since the breakup of the ARIANE V16 (SPOT-l/VIKING) rocket body in Sun-synchronous orbit and
the indication of other debris in a 7° geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO), JSC has routinely requested
special tasking and reports of informalion acquired from DoI) radars on the upper :tages and payloads
associated with each subsequent ARIANE launch. Since that cLctivity has been initiated, V19 has
giveq evidence of a shedding of material, perhai> thermal insulation, in GTO. The ARIANE V20
launch experienced anomalies in the deployment of the solar panels on the West German TVSAT pay-
load, and the rocket body may have experienced anomalous reentry on its first perigee passage. The
stage did pass through the COSMOS 1646 fragment cloud. There were indications in the tracking
data that the upper stage was experiencing anomalous thrust throughout its first pass in GTO, but the
evidence is not conclusive.
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A dedicatedebrisradarsystem,thereenteringdebrisradar(REDRAD),iscurrentlybeingdeveloped
byNASA.Thislongwavelength(6meter)radardetectsthe ionizationtrail associatedwith objects
entering the upper atmosphere, rather than tracking the debris object itself. Masses for
entering particles can be determined with techniques similar to those used in meteor studies 23 by
functionally relating the radar measurable parameters of the ionization trail to characteristics of the
parent body 24. Although there is some question as to the minimum size fragment that can be observed
with this system, it is predicted that fragments less than ! centimeter in size (or approximately
1 pgram) can be seen. Although the radar has been used in association with particular breakup
events, a data processing system is now being developed to use the radar for longer term monitoring of
the environment by observing reentry events from the background population.
INFRARED ASTRONOMICA l, SATEI,I,ITE (IRAS)
The IRAS satellite was a liquid helium cooled orbiting infrared astronomical telescope having a 60 cm
aperture and 63.6 arcminute field of-view. The focal plane contained sensors centered on 12, 25, 60,
and 100 microns in a two-dimensional masked array. Because of its relatively large aperture and high
level of sensitivity, the data returned by [RAS was expected to contain the first information on orbital
debris in the millimeter to centimeter size regime. These data are being analyzed for debris informa-
tion atJSC and at the University of Arizona. At JSC, the interest was focused on the smallest debris
which was expected to cross the focal plane very rapidly and at all azimuths.
Preliminary results of the JSC analysis have been reported previously25. Approximately 83 hours of
IRAS data are available for analysis. The observed data are signal strength and time of sensor turn
on. What is desired is fragment size and number ofobjects detected. Debris size can be inferred from
signal strength ifrange can be determined, which may only be done indirectly for IRAS. Assuming the
debris populates circular orbits, which is a good assumption for man-made debris, it is possible to
define a unique relationship between range, crossing azimuth, and crossing rate, which is shown
graphically in figure I5. As can be seen, good range definition, which is needed so that brightness can
be related to size, can only be obtained for fast moving streaks. Therefore, an algorithm was developed
to scan through the detector turn ons to search for sequences of turn ons that were geometrically possi-
ble and possessed consistent temporal and spatial ordering. The data were sent to the streak proces-
sor in packets, each packet being defined by a "seed sensor" in either the 12 or 25 micron band and all
detector turn ons within a user specified time window that had compatible signal-to-noise ratios. Any
streak derived from the packet was constrained to contain the seed sensor. Ordering was confusing
because there was spatial overlap in detectors in both the down-range and cross-range directions;
because debris crossing times for the most interesting streaks were comparable to or less than the inte-
gration times, time confusion had to be considered in the analysis.
At this time, the algorithms have only been tested on isolated sets of data. Setting a 10-second window
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 7 in the 12 and 25 micron sensors, one of the test sets ¢)fdata _howed
evidence of episodic debris detection. This activity was fi)und to occur over a 20-second interval and
the data were summarized in table 3. To determine whether the activity was associated with images
crossing the field-of-view or whether the activity reflected randomized noise in the individual detec-
tors, five sets of randomized data were run for comparison. The randomization maintained the same
temporal distribution as the actual data. Note that there is considerable redundancy in the counting
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ofstreaksofdifferentlengths,in thesenseforexample,thatasingle4hit streakimplies3three-hit
streaks,all &which would appear as counts under the 3 hit streak list. Our preliminary conclusion is
that the data imply images crossing the focal plane, although the relatively slow rate ofcrossing and
strength of the signals would indicate that most of the images must have come from debris just
released from IRAS and drifting through the field-of-view.
TABLE 3.- EPISODIC DATA FROM IRAS COMPARED TO RANDOM NOISE
3 hit 4 hit 5 hit 6 hit
streaks streaks streak_ streaks
Data 1078 494 96 4
Random sample I 649 76 0 0
Random sample 2 828 209 17 0
Random sample 3 543 73 1 0
Random sample 4 511 80 I l 0
Random sample 5 749 160 29 0
Random average 656 120 12 0
MICROPARTICLE DEBRIS STUDIES
Spacecraft Windows
Since the beginning &the space program, all spacecraft windows fi'om manned spacecraft have been
examined for impact pits. Of particular interest were the hypervelocity pits, which were assumed to
be caused by micrometeoroids. The only hypervelocity pit found on a Mercury window was slightly
less than 1 mm in diameter and some iron was found in this crater, indicating a possible iron micro-
meteoroid. A 0. l mm pit was found on a Gemini window, but no residual material was found in the pit.
Many craters were seen on the Apollo windows from the 84-day Skylab mission. Both micrometeoritic
and man-made debris impacts, the latter indicated by aluminum and paint pigment chemistry in the
projectile residuals, were found on these windows.
During the Space Transportation System (STS) program, 13 windows have been swapped out because
of pitting. Because these windows are expensive (approximately $50,000t, the pits are usually
polished out and the window reused, l[owever, a pit found on the STS-7 window was approximately
4 mm in diameter, too large to be polished out. Consequently, this window was investigated for impact
with orbital debris. The impact feature was created in a hypervelocity impact with a projectile approx-
imately 200 microns in diameter consisting of Ti02, K, Al, and C, a chemistry indicative of a paint
pigment flake. This even provides one ofthe data points in our characterization of debris flux as a
function of size as shown in figure 2. The swap out of this window represents the first time that a
spacecraft was repaired because of impact with man-made orbital debris.
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Solar Maximum Satellite Returned Surfaces
Approximately 2.4 m 2 of material returned by the Solar Maximum satellite servicing mission
(STS 41-C) have been completely examined optically for large features. Specific impact features have
been examined by electron microscope to get detailed impact morphology and elemental analysis of
the impacting particles. The materials consist of thermal control louvers from the attitude control
system box (1 m 2) and thermal blankets from the attitude control system box and main electronics box.
The sizes of impacting particles ranged from submicron to approximately I millimeter in size. '['he
features included both holes and craters, and in the thermal insulaiion material, penetrations through
multiple layers of insulation material. ()ptical scanning was performed on all of the material to
identify features of interest:_(;.
Two large impacts were observed on the thermal hlankets. One impact resulted from a projectile of
approximately !mm diameter having a pure silicon composition. The largest impact on Solar
Maximum penetrated all layers of the thermal blanket and created a pit on the aluminum surface.
The analysis of th_,_residue indicated the impacting pr_.[ectile consisted primarily of tungsten and
bismuth.
The thermal louver material was found to be more easily analyzed. Sixty-five holes were found in the
louvers. Elemental analysis of rim material in 60 of the holes indicated that 7 were a result of impacts
with man-made debris and 6 occurred in regions ofsignifleant contamination, so that no source could
be attributed to the projectile 27. The size ofholes range from 180 to 870 microns. Craters were found
in the h)uvers ranging in size fl'om 0.1 to 270 microns 28. Sixty of the 600 craters in the size range from
I0 to 270 microns were analyzed for projectile chemistry. Across this size range there is a clear shift
from predominantly meteoroid impacts at the larger sizes to predominantly man-made debris impacts
at the smaller sizes. Of the craters, aa were categorized as resulting from man-made projectiles and 23
from meteoroids.
Cumulative flux curves have been calculated for both the holes and the craters with the results shown
in figure 16. Note that the abscissa values are sizes of the impact feature, and the fluxes are calculated
from the number ofimpaets per unit area of the Solar Maximum surface. The meteoroids will be
moving at a higher velocity (approximately 20 kin/see) and will have different density characteristics
than man-made debris, so that relating the impact feature to projectile size for comparison is not
simple; this scaling is currently being assessed and will be reported at a later date. Paint pigment
particles are the most commonly seen man-made debris ob.iects, with aluminates from s_)lid rocket
motor exhaust being second most common.
During the initial investigation of the Solar Maximum surfaces, a very large amount of paint con-
tamination was also found This paint encotmterf'd the Solar Maximum <urface at low veh)city and is
thought to be contamination associated with the rendezvous and servicing operations. Besides painl
contaminants, some human waste has been found impacting the surface in microparticle fi)rm at low
velocity. The presence of these contaminant.- clearly shows that ,'endezvous and servicing missions to
orbiting spacecraft have the potential to degrade the performance of spacecraft being serviced.
Besides the low impact velocity contamination, there is evidence of 1 to 2 knv'sec impacts on Solar
Maximum; the source of this material is unknown.
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Whilethemajoreffortin thisprojecthasbeentoanalyzeimpactfeaturesdownto 10microns,which
canbeattributedtoencounterswithobjectsinorbit,someeffortisalsobeingmadetoanalyzefeatures
belowl micron,whichshowlargefluxvalues.Theinterpretationofthisdataisdifficult sincesomeof
thesefeaturesmusthavearisenfromimpactsofsecondaryfragmentscreatedbycollisionselsewhere
onSolarMaximum.
PALAPA Satellite Returned Surfaces
Both solar cell and thermal blanket material from the PAI,APA satellite were sent to NASA for
examination for orbital debris impacts. Eight solar cells were received, each with a prominent impact
feature, along with a single sample of thermal blanket, of which 6432 cm2 were scanned. All of the
material showed evidence of handling, and this makes the analysis of the chemistry of the impacting
particles difficult.
Eight impacts into the PALAPA solar cells were examined and final data are being processed. A
survey of less than 50 micron impacts will be done optically to locate impacts; further SEM inspection
is planned.
The PALAPA thermal blanket material was scanned using a Bausch and l,omb stereo zoom micro-
scope at 7X power. The thermal blanket yielded 49 impacts to a limiting size ofT0 microns; 43 of these
were holes in the first layer and 6 craters. Core samples were taken at all of the impact sites and
yielded 95 samples as follows:
a. 6 from the craters
b. 43 from the first layer holes
c. 45 from theunderlayers
(1) 41 second layers
(2) 2 third layers
(3) 2 fourth layers
d. 1 from a flaw in the material
The craters were 50, 55, 60, 70, 75, and 90 microns in diameter. The size distribution for the holes was
Size(microns) Numherofholes
70-100 12
101-150 15
151-200 6
201-250 3
251-300 1
301-350 2
351-400 2
>400 2
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Theelementalanalysistodeterminethetypeofprojectileshitting PALAPAis in progress.Prelimi-
naryanalysisindicatesthatcontaminationassociatedwith thehandlingofthesamplesprior to
deliverytoNASAmaybemaskingthechemicalcompositionoftheimpactingparticles.Alarge
amountofsodium,potassium,andchlorineisassociatedwithall oftheimpactfeatures,butnotwith
thematerialitself.
Other Microparticle Laboratory. Studies
There have been several projects other than Solar Maximum using the SEM laboratory facilities. To
assess r.aatcrials i_'r orbiting c,smic dust collection, witness plates on STS 6l-B were exposed to the
exhaust plume ofa PAM D2 solid rocket motor (SRM). This work has been reported by Ver Ploeg29.
Impact speeds were 3 krn/sec or less, more typically 2 krrdsec or substantially below orbital impact
speeds. A variety of materials were used in this experiment, and the resulting flags were examined for
particle retention, plastic flow on impact, and surface degradation. Metallic collecting materials
displayed cratering with chemical and physical evidence of A I ?03 particle impacts. Glasses retained
almost no trace of the impacting particles and displayed much greater surface degradation than did
metals. Typically, glasses showed a Front surface spall zone six times the diameter of the central pit.
There is an ongoing program to collect cosmic dust in the stratosphere. The material collected in this
program has shown an increasing level of contamination from man-made debris, primarily in the form
of aluminum oxide. Computation of the trajectories of these particles, which are all less than
10 microns in diameter and originate from SRM firings, indicate that they will deorbit at very high
altitude (approximately 350 km), and will survive ,leorbit with very little heating26. There is,
therefore, a fairly rapid communication between the sources of small debris in orbit and airborne
collection of that debris in the stratosphere.
Finally, there is a low level program to study spacecraft paints. Although most of the paint found on
Solar Maximum was determined to be contamination, the elemental analysis of impact features
indicates that paint is also a significant component of the orbiting microparticle ( < 300 micron)
population. To understand the processes that might lead to paint being released into the environment,
spacecraft paint samples were placed in a plasma etching chamber and the degradation of the paint
with time investigated by SEM. The paint, which initially has a very complex structure, experiences a
breakdown of the organic binders and develops a morphology very similar to exposed spacecraft
paints. As paint ages, binders will erode away and pigment particles will be released into the
environment.
Facility for the Optical Inspection of l,arge Surfi_ces (FOII,S)
The FOILS is used to support research on the type and distribution of orbital debris t_taterial and
natural micrometeoroids. The small size of the typical impact features being examined and their sub-
sequent geochemical analysis necessitates the requirement for this facility to be a class 10,000 clean
room. Satellites and optical parts are optically scanned employing a special Wild mi, roscope mounted
on a computer driven Mann comparator. The operator monitors the scanning proeed'_re using a
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dedicatedtelevisionscreen.Aspecialcoringapparatusisusedtodetachthemoreinterestingsections
fromthelargescannedsurfaces.
SEM Laboratory
A variety of instruments supports the analysis of microparticle impacts found in returned spacecraft
surfaces. These include instruments for preparing the samples, imaging and recording morphology in
impact features to submicron sizes, performing chemical analysis of impacting particles to distinguish
man-made debris from meteoroids, and providing facilities to process and archive the data.
The SEM Laboratory includes
a. JEOL 100cx Analytical Electron Microscope - Capable of operation in SEM (scannir g), TEM
(transmission), or STEM (scanning transmission) modes. In the TEM mode magnification ranges
from 20 to 300,000X, and is primarily used in the analysis of ultrathin sections and :;mall grains
( < 10urn) ofcosmic dust. The microscope is equipped with a Princeton Gamma Tecb X-ray energy
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) which uses a Si (Li) detector and PGT-4000T analyz( r.
b. JEOL 35CF Scanning Electron Microscope- SEM magnification ranges froml0 to 100,000X. This
scope is equipped with four EDS systems: a Si(Li) window, a Be window, a thin window, and a
windowless detector" all programmed by a PGT-4000T analyzer.
C. ISI SR-50 Scanning Electron Microscope- SEM magnification ranges froml5 tol50,000X.
Imagery uses three types of detectors: secondary electron image, backscatter electron image, and
cathode luminescence detector.
d, JOEL 2000FX - This analytical microscope will be installed before years end. It will have TEM,
SEM, and STEM capabilities with maximum magnification up to 1,000,000X and ar accelerating
voltage of 200 kV.
e, Ultramicrotome Thinsectioning - Thinsectioning is used to take very small particle_ 3 to 15urn
and cut them into layers approximately 800_ thick. This enables us to eliminate ce,ltamination of
underlying minerals and increases the resolution of the TEM and STEM modes of electron
microscopy.
f. Dark Room- The dark room is used to process all black and white electron microgra )hs and X-ray
diffraction data collected from the microscopes as well as process slides for presenta:.ions.
DEVELOPMENT OF DEBRIS MEASURE*lENT CAPABILITIES
There are three new instrument development projects. One is a study of space-based de)ris detection
instruments, another is the new CCD debris telescope, a ground-based dedicated debris telescope that
has been designed and is now being fabricated, and the third is a ground-based radar ca!)able of
observing subcentimeter debris.
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT -PHASE A FEASIBILITY STUDY
An examination of the data regarding what is known about the on-orbit particle flux as a function of
particle size shows that the flux increases as debris size decreases. A collision with a very large object
(characteristic dimension on the order of a meter) would be devastating for any spacecraft; however,
because ofthe low flux, the probability of such a collision is low. On the other hand, the collision
probability, for the same spacecraft with a very small (submillimeter) object, is quite hi_h; however,
because ofthe small mass associated with such particles, the collision is likely to be abr tsive in
character (i.e., sandblasting) as opposed to devastating. Our knowledge of large objects in the LEO
environment is fairly complete by direct observation. Our knowledge of very small objects at 500 km
is fairly good because of recovered spacecraft surfaces. However, there is a range of intermediate sizes
at all altitudes and for small sizes above 500 km for which the LEO environmental parameters are
poorly known. These present a threat of unknown characteristics to operation in LEO -- the character-
istics of the objects themselves and their population characteristics will ultimately be r(.quired for
design, planning, and safety purposes. For these reasons, in part, an experiment has been proposed to
fly an orbital debris detection telescope in the Space Shuttle payload bay in the early 19')0's.
The phase A funding for the Shuttle flight experiment (FLTEX) study was provided upon review of a
proposal to the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) on the "In-Space Technology
Experiments Program." During phase A, a number of technical issues were addressed to verify the
feasibility of the proposed experiment. The areas of concern were (1) particle character:stics, detect-
ability, and telescope specification requirements, (2) mission profiles consistent with hi:_hest prob-
ability of mission success, (3) detector requirements, and (4) anticipated data acquisitio:_ rate. Figure
17 is an artist's concept for the instrument in the Shuttle bay. Figure 18 shows two alternative
concepts for an all-reflecting Schmidt system being considered as a consequence of the phase A study.
Based on an assessment of the flux data available for very large and very small orbital debris pieces,
planning estimates were made for the size range of greatest interest (1 to 30 mm). Usin:,_ these
approximate flux values together with orbital mechanics considerations, the performance require-
ments for the debris detection system, including approximate telescope diameter and fit ld-of-view,
were assessed.
In addition to a telescope system that is capable of obtaining data under good conditions, it was
necessary to determine under what circumstances of mission profile suitable condition: could be
obtained. From this portion of the phase A study it was found that high inclination, high altitude
orbits produced the longest duration of favorable observing circumstances; that is, the particles to be
detected were located opposite in the sky from the sun (phase near 0°) and observable th :'oughout each
revolution.
The experiment will be designed to obtain simultaneous optical and infrared observatio.ls for
gathering information about the particle physical characteristics (e.g., albedo) as well a_ their
numbers. The phase A effort strongly indicated the use of a large (2048-by 2048-bit) opt ical CCD
ringed by infrared detectors for observations in both wavelength regions as any given p,rticle crosses
the focal plane. The focal plane will be chilled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to reduce background
noise and enhance signal detectability.
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Becauseofthelargesizeofthedetectorareaandareadoutratethatwill needtobeatleast10frames
persecond,thehighdatarateofdigital dataimpliedprecludesdirectdownlink;rather,anonboard
taperecordercapableofrecordingdigitaldataat approximately100Mbpswill beused.Forfunction
verificationavideopick-offmaybeusedanddisplaymadepossibleontheaft flight deck.
ThephaseBstudyhasbeenapprovedbyOASTtobeginin CY89,andwill furtherdefinethe
requirementsforthedevelopmentandflightoftheorbitaldebristelescope.
A PORTABLECCDDEBRISTEI,ESCOPE
Duringthe2yearspriorto thisreportingperiod,anongoingobservationalprogram,at visible
wavelengths,demonstratedtheusefulnessofasnmll,portabletelescopein thegatheringofdataon
orbitaldebris.Theprimaryinstrumentduringthisearlyphaseoftheprogramwasan8-inchin
diameterLENZARtelescopecoupledtoalight-intensifiedcamerasystemandvideorecorder.This
telescopeanddetectorcombination was employed in several field campaigns to New Zealand and the
state of Washington.
The LENZAR experience demonstrated not only the usefulness of the small, portable orbital debris
telescope, but also served as a motivator for the development of a second generation orbital debris
telescope, optimized for debris work and a state-of-the-art detector such as a CCD at the focal plane.
To achieve the construction of such a system, several subcontracts were let for (I) optical design, (2)
CCD detector fabrication, and (3) telescope optical/mechanical construction.
A design study was initiated with Spectrometrics, Inc., of Tucson, Arizona, regarding the basic optical
characteristics of the telescope. The set of possible designs was constrained by NASA requirements for
such parameters as field-of-view, image quality requirements, etc. The subcontractor supplied two
basic design types: (1) a classical Schmidt and (2) a Maksutov. The Schmidt design was chosen.
Several variations of the Schmidt design were considered and one submitted to the optical/mechanical
contractor for telescope fabrication.
The contract for the construction of the optical and mechanical components of the orbital debris tele-
scope was awarded to Optomechanics Research, Inc., of Vail, Arizona. This subcontractor is respon-
sible for (1) the grinding of all optical surfaces to the design specifications, (2} the construction of the
mechanical telescope assembly in which the optical system will reside, and (3) the interfacing ofthe
optical/mechanical system with the CCD detector subsystem (supplied by another subcontractor).
These tasks have been completed and *he integrated performance of the telescope/detector system
have been tested by NASiVI,ockheed. The telescope is shown in figure 19.
The detector for the new ground-based telescope is a thermoelectrically-cooled CCD camera system
supplied by Photometrics, Inc., of Tucson, Arizona. This highly sensitive state-of-the-a,"t detector will
allow for the acquisition of digital images. A portable command, control, and acquisition hardware
and software system, a Photometrics DIPS 184, is being used for data acquisition in the field.
The entire system should be ready for delivery in early to middle CY89.
2_
DEBRIS ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZATION RADAR (DECR)
The most useful data acquired for orbital debris analysis have usually been radar data acquired by
radar systems designed for other purposes. Therefore, it seemed apparent that a specially designed,
dedicated debris radar would be a very useful development. A summary of the requirements for a
dedicated ground-based radar to detect debris in orbit is presented in table 4. This radar, called the
DECR, is scheduled to begin operation in 1992, so that the results of the data acquisition can be
factored into Space Station operations and design decisions. Rather than trying to acquire orbital
element data, the DECR will be used primarily to establish a statistical picture of the small debris in
orbit to 1000 kilometers altitude. A radar similar to the proposed DECR is shown in figure 20. "
A suitable version of this radar could be built inexpensively with commercially available hardware. A
summary of the JSC baseline system is provided in table 5. Procurement of the radar for NASA is
being handled by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A request for proposals has been released.
SMART CATALOG PROGRAM
A cooperative effort between NASA and the Air Force Space Command (AFSPACECO._D was started
to explore how best to satisfy the requirements for monitoring the orbital debris environment with the
requirements imposed by the AFSPACECOM charter to monitor the space environment for hostile
objects. In fact, when there are extensive military assets in orbit, hostile objects could appear as
debris. This first study was conducted by Teledyne-Brown Engineering in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
and assessed both data acquisition requirements and data processing and interpretation
requirements3O. The study was completed at the end of CY88, and recommends the concept of a hybrid
database, consisting of both tracked object data and statistical sampling o_'the environment. This
concept is logically very similar to the evolution modeling concepts of the EVOLVE program, and
further development of that program will demonstrate the effectiveness of this hybrid database
approach.
SHIELDING AND VULNERABILITY RESEARCtt
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT MODELING
The orbital debris program sponsors an ongoing effort to develop theoretical models sophisticated
enough to supplement and extend knowledge attained through experimental programs. The driver for
this effort is, of course, the fact that experimental programs are not able to match the projectile size or
impact speeds experienced in collisions between orbiting objects. Moreover, experimental shots are
sufficiently expensive that even parameters that are attainable, such as impact angle, may not. be
spanned with sufficient experimental data. The modeling program is made difficult, however, because
new experimental data from previously untested conditions tend to correct rather than to confirm pre-
vious theoretical results.
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TABLE4.-CRITICALREQUIREMENTSFORGROUND-BASEDEBRISRADAR(NEEDEDTOSUPPORTSPACESTATIONDESIGN)
Characteristic
Debris size and altitude
Probability of detection at
required size/altitude
False alarm rate ,
Scintillation characteristic
Detection rate at required
size/altitude
Altitude range
AltP.ude
Inclination
Eccentricity
Inclination coverage
Schedule
Requirement
I cm diameter
(RCS = 0.785 cm)
at 500 km
50 percent
1/10 of event rate
Swerling l
1 event/day
300 to 600 km
+ or- 25 km
None
None
All inclinations
greater than 26.5 °
Radar operating
August 1991
Rationale
Shielding design
for
habitability areas
Confidence in data
Confidence in data
Irregular object,
"worst case"
Achieve
statistically
significant results
in an acceptable
time (beam with
> 0.25 °)
Space Station
operation altitude
Confidence in flux
at given altitude
Currently not
required for
shielding
Accept whatever
data can be
derived or
obtained
Cover more than
90 percent of
debris sourc_
Support Spac _,
Station
pressurized
volume critk _1
design revie_
{CDRJ
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TABLE5.-BASELINERADARPRIMARYCHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Value
Peak power
Carrier frequency
Pulse repetition frequency
Pulse width
Field-of-view
Pointabie
200 KW
8.56 GIIz ( = 3.5 cm)
100 Hz
2000 lasec
0.25 ° (9 m antenna)
In consequence, one of the primary modeling efforts has been to assimilate existing experimental
programs and to suggest new experimental programs that will support an empirical scal ing modeling
effort; that is, to use existing data to extrapolate to conditions that have not been previously tested.
This work has been lead by Cour-Palais and co-workers28,29. The objective in this activity has been to
establish scaling laws for projectile veIocity and mass and projectile to shield density ratio in multi-
layered shields. This modeling approach has proven successful in the past and offers a mechanism for
theoretical modeling involving complex materials, where there may be no simple equation of state.
For some more simple materials, a program of hydrodynamical modeling has been started. The
AUTODYNE program, a personal computer (PC) derivative of the PISCES code, is being used to study
projectile interactions with nonmetallic thin shields. At this time the Lagrangian code is not being
worked because the high impact speeds require frequent rezoning and loss of definition of the
materials involved. Modification of the code to include an Eulerian processor should improve its
operation.
The University of Texas at Austin is similarly involved in a modeling project primarily directed
towards understanding the fragmentation of the projectile on impact33. Both spherical and flat disc
projectiles impacting thin aluminum shields have been modeled, A preliminary conclusion of the
effort is that the projectile may be viewed as exploding upon impact, so that parts of the projectile may
be accelerated in the forward direction as the impact is occurring.
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT STUDIES
JSC has an extremely active experimental hypervelocity impact research program The primary
objectives of the program have been to study new materials and new designs for spacecraft shielding,
to provide an experimental database for the modeling project work, to identify and develop new
research areas, and to provide testing support for assessment of hypervelocity impact on subsystems
and components of large programs such as Space Station.
New types of materials have been investigated for use in shielding and debris collector concepts. In
both cases, materials and designs are needed that can undergo hypervelocity impact, slow down or stop
the impacting object while producing a minimal amount of secondary debris released to the environ-
ment, and impose minimal weight penalties. In one project, promising foam materials that could
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reducethevelocity of a debris particle by 2 percent were tested and found to produce very little frag-
mentation in the projectile. A long-term testing program on nonmetallic bumper materials has also
been conducted36,37, 38. A study was conducted on the potential hazards to spacecraft from secondary
particles produced by hypervelocity impact39.
Tests have been run on two of the space suit designs currently being considered for Space Station and
on truss structures being considered for Space Station40. In testing the space suits it was determined
that the planned number of hours of extravehicular activity (EVA) was inconsistent with the level of
reliability being demanded for the habitability areas in the Space Station. In addressin_ the options of
reduced EVA, harder space suits, or lower reliability, NASA is now baselining the use of more
resistant space suits.
A recent shooting program into pressurized vessels has provided new insight into possible causes of
breakups of stages in orbits 41. With only modest internal pressures, the propagation of damage from
debris impact can lead to catastrophic destruction of the vessel, with an attendant significant
anomalous propulsive thrust and pressure wave propagation through the structure, for much smaller
debris sizes than would affect an unpressurized vessel in the same way. Consequently, ,:ollisions with
much smaller debris could cause a catastrophic destruction of a structure such as the ARIANE V16;
such a collision would be more probable than was previously thought. This work also has important
implications for Space Station, which is planning to have high pressure tankage and transmission
lines on the structure.
Finally, a hypervelocity launcher development project, which fires a shaped charge cutoffto make a
cylindrical intact particle with a length-to-diameter ratio of 3, is being supported. This development
effort is being driven by the current velocity limit of 7 to 8 krrdsec of light gas guns, a velocity signif-
icantly below the expected impact speed in orbit of 11 km/sec. The shaped charge launcher will be able
to accelerate 2-gm projectiles to 12 krrgsec when it is fully developed.
HYPERVE LOCITY IMPACT RESEARCtI LABORATORY (HIRL)
The HIRL at JSC is used to pursue an active research and operations support program of hypervelocity
impact testing. This laboratory supports the Space Station through many tests, simulations, and
analyses of hypervelocity impact damage to materials and components such as the EVA space suits
and truss structures. These studies provide inputs to the design and shielding requirements for all
spacecraft and components exposed to the debris environment. Scale models of spacecraft and both
pressurized and unpressurized upper stage fuel tanks have been studied to better under._tand the
consequences of impacts between these objects and relatively large debris objects in orbit. In addition,
the laboratory supports the testing of advanced, lightweight materials and new shielding concepts to
provide improved shielding and less secondary debris generation for future space systems. In most
cases, the material characteristics and encounter geometries are sufficiently complex that the most
effective research tool available is the rtIRL, with theoretical modeling an activity that must rely on a
database and empirical models derived from test data.
During the past year the HIRL was given a building of its own to adequately house a more active
shooting program with a larger gun. Currently two small guns are housed in the building; the larger
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guncanfire4.3mmprojectilestospeeds> 7km/sec,andthesmaller1.7mmprojectilestospeedsof
9km/sec.In thenextyear,alargergunisbeingbroughtfromAmesResearchCenterwhichwill fire
1.27cm(1/2inch)projectilestospeedsof7km/sec.Thesmallgunsarecapableoffiring verysmall
(approximately100micron)projectilesusingasabotandcanbeusedtoprovidelaboratorycalibration
ofthelargerimpactfeaturesasseenonsurfacesuchasSolarMaximum.Thesupportequipmentin
theHIRLincludesanultra-highspeedrotating mirror framing laser and a shadowgraph camera
supporting 20 nanosecond exposure times for up to 80 frames of 35 mm infrared film at 2 million
frames per second.
Notable test programs over the past year have included
a. A general advanced shielding and materials research project, leading to a patent disclosure for a
new lightweight, nonmetallic shielding concept
b. EVA space suit layups and helmet studies
c. Graphite-epoxy truss studies
d. Propellant tank studies. These have included scale model firings at JSC and full scale testing of
pressurized tanks at the White Sands Test Facility in June 1988.
e. Cosmic dust collector concept studies. This project included tests using beryllium projectiles at the
White Sands Test Facility in June 1988.
f. Fiber mast support structure for solar arrays (performed for Lewis Research Cente_ I
g. Tests of foam and thin sheet materials for debris sweeper feasibilitz assessment
In the next year a still more active test program is planned. At this time there are plans for
Microsheet concentrator studies to support solar array assessments (to be performed for Lewis
Research Center)
Studies of Space Station utility trays (housing wires and high pressure fluid lines) and truss nodes
Scale model testing of spacecraft and spacecraft subsystems
Combined testing of coated plastics with exposure in oxygen plasma chamber to understand
material effect of exposure to atomic oxygen in orbit
Studies of impact flash
Bringing online a new gun capable of firing a 7.3 kg projectile at l kin/see. This gun will be used to
study tow-velocity impact processes for debris up to several centimeters in diameter
a,
b,
C.
d.
e°
f.
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Figure 18.- Alternative all-reflecting Schmidt designs for a space-based debris telescope.
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Figure 19.- The portable ground-based CCD telescope.
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Figure 20.- A radar system, similar in size to the DECR, being used in a zenith starring mode.
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